Code of Conduct for service providers
Section 1: hatt is tae Coprrigat Hub?
-

-

-

-

Copyright Hub services provide the technical service of connectng content to informaton
about the content; specifcally about how it may be used. That is, it provides a free online
service, accessible through API, that connects identfers of any type to permissions
informaton for the content that has been identfed.
A complete set of services is listed at htps://github.com/openpermissions/ where the
underlying code is also available as open source, subject to defned open source licences.
Key relevant services are: query, which returns informaton in response to identfers and
repository and onboarding, used by content providers.
Copyright Hub services connect licensees, partes which want to use content, to licensors,
who can grant permission (a licence) to use the content in defned ways. A licence may or
may not involve a monetary transacton.
In this way, the Copyright Hub creates an open market place in which content providers and
end users are connected together to trade and to conduct business. To be successful, this
market place needs to be used. The marketplace therefore needs to be orderly and needs to
be trusted. This is to the beneft of all service providers.

Section 2: hao t
-

I

tking tais tgree ent wita?

As a service provider using the Copyright Hub market place, you are efectvely entering into
an agreement with all the other signatories to the agreement.
When you enter into this agreement with The Copyright Hub Foundaton, The CHF
represents the body of current service providers.

Section 3: hatt t

I tgreeing to?

- As a service provider, you are agreeing to three responsibilites:
1. You or your organisaton must always be contactable by representatves of the Copyright
Hub Foundaton (this will be checked following receipt of your agreement) and you should
keep your contact details up to date
2. You should stand behind any assertons you make regarding your ability to ofer licences for
content and/or any other assertons you may make about data.
3. If questons are raised regarding the validity of any assertons made by you or your
organisaton, you should act to resolve these queries in a tmely fashion.

Section 4: hatt does tae Coprrigat Hub Foundttion do?
-

-

The Copyright Hub will make reasonable commercial eforts to provide the connectvity
services at all tmes. Where this is not possible, for example because of unavoidable
maintenance, it will clearly indicate that services are unavailable.
Planned maintenance and potental service restrictons will be published on the CH web site.
The Copyright Hub will maintain a ratng of reliability of a registered organisatonns
assertons and behaviour. When this ratng drops below acceptable standard, the relevant
organisaton will be asked to rectfy the positon and if this is not done in a tmely way (see

-

above) the CHF will act to deprioritse results for that organisaton. The CHF retains the
ultmate sancton of removing the organisaton from results returned by Hub service
altogether.
The Copyright Hub Foundaton provides a dispute resoluton service (paid for) if you need
help resolving any queries or issues.
Code for the Copyright Hub services is available as Open Source.

Section 5: How tre decisions
-

-

tde br tae Coprrigat Hub?

The Copyright Hub Foundaton runs a User Group, to which service providers are
automatcally given membership, as a consequence of entering into this agreement. This
group is actve in setng the roadmap for development and maintenance of the underlying
software. Its views are also shared with the CHF board.
The User Group agrees a set of Best Practce guidelines which can be read on
www.copyrighthub.org for service providers
From tme to tme these Terms and Conditons may change. You should keep up to date with
these changes, either online or through the User Group.

